This document is intended to accompany information applying to PEKAES domestic
parcel [PAC DOM] defined in the General Terms of Service of PEKAES.
External packaging different from cardboard: - For such parcel shipments in PEKAES it is
permitted to ship:
- jerrycans,
- tanks,
- hobbocks,
- buckets,
- cylinders/carboys,
- cylindrical, round or oval-shaped parcels,
- irregural-shaped parcels with projecting parts,
- packages consisting of several different parts joined together in one, irregular whole,
- other packaging with liquid or gel content.
Unacceptable parcel content: - parcels particularly shall not contain:
- liquids,
- gels,
- hazardous goods.
Other unacceptable goods to be transported as a parcel:
- fireworks and pirotechnics,
- fire extinguishers,
- plants,
- live animals and insects,
- sharp-edged parcels,
- parcels with projecting parts,
- wheelbarrows,
- ladders,
- cable reels,
- fence wire mesh,
- doors,

- windows,
- furniture,
- quad bikes and scooters,
- aquariums,
- forklifts forks,
- glassware,
- sanitary ware and shower cabins,
- expositors,
- bicycles,
- spades and axes,
- parcels in packaging that may soil or damage other parcels,
- car parts: gearboxes, exhaust system, wheels, tyres with a diameter exceeding 80 cm, batteries,
bodywork parts, engines*
*the restriction shall not apply to properly packed new engines and other mechanical components
without consumable fluids, e.g. electric saws/chainsaws, electric garden tools, etc.
Tyre packaging – For the shipment of tyres complying with the criteria of the parcel:
- tyres shall be packed individually,
- the place where the transport label is placed shall be secured with wrapper or tape,
- tape shall not cover transport label,
- transport label should be placed in such way that no wrinkles or ridges (especially on the
barcode) occur.
Parcel packaging: The endurance and rigidity of the external packaging shall be adjusted to
weight and type of transported good. Additionally, the bottom and the top of packaging shall be
reinforced. Parcel unit shall be filled by packed goods to the maximum extent. If the packaging is
much larger than filled goods, the Sender shall secure the goods with additional extender limiting
the possibility of movement in the parcel. For the parcels consisting of many transport units per
one consingment, every unit shall be secured additionally with cardboard dividers. It is permitted
to place individual transport units in smaller packaging units.
It is forbidden to join two parcels in order to combine them into single transport unit. External
parcel packaging shall not contain any old marks, writing, labels, consignment notes etc.

